Wedding Packages


BAYSIDE DANCE CENTRE
6 Charlton Court, WOOLNER
(Above Dance World Darwin)

Wedding Dance Instruction
There's nothing more romantic than learning your first dance as husband and
wife or even to spice up your marriage!
Bayside Dance Centre will teach you that perfect dance for that special event
or on that perfect wedding day for the bride and groom and even the wedding
party!
Your confidence and lead will improve the most after you are comfortable with
the steps. ***Remember - this is a team effort! The co-operation and
teamwork you developed on the dance floor while learning and practicing will
serve as a foundation for co-operation and teamwork off the dance floor.

Wedding Dance Packages and Pricing
Quick Start Wedding Dance Package:
For couples with limited time or no prior dance experience.
4 x ½ hr. Private Lessons $150 - (Includes choreography for one special
dance).

Standard Wedding Dance Package:
For beginner couples allowing the proper amount of time to learn a dance and
look elegant performing it.
10 x ½ hr. Private Lessons $375 - (Includes choreography for one special

dance and 25% off any group classes).

Deluxe Wedding Dance Package:
For couples who want to learn some social dancing beyond the special dance.
8 x 1 hr. Private Lessons $600 - (Includes basic steps for three dances and
popular music suggestions for each with a focus on one dance and
choreography for the special dance, and 50% off any group classes).

Ultimate Wedding Dance Package:
Includes choreography for the entire wedding.
15 x 1 hr. Private Lessons $1125. Includes:
3 Private Lessons for the bride & groom
3 Private Lessons for the mother - son dance
3 Private Lessons for the father - daughter dance
4 Master classes for a specially choreographed wedding party dance

Wedding Dance Tips
Your Choice of Music:
Choose your own piece of music, or from our own extensive collection of
dance tracks. If using your own music, please bring to your lesson on either
an iPod or CD so that we can determine if it is suitable for choreographing.

What Shoes to Wear for Your Lesson:
For the first 1 or 2 lessons, just wear thick socks until you are accustomed to
the dance choreography. As you become more proficient, we recommend you
wear the shoes you are wearing on the day (or similar), dependant upon
whether these shoes may incur floor damage. In that event, please practice
at home wearing these shoes.

Between Lessons:
Wherever possible, try to do some practice of your wedding dance moves
between lessons. This will speed up the learning process and will help you
feel more confident on the day.

Please Note:
Wherever possible we require at least 24 hours notice for cancellation of your
scheduled lesson. A cancellation fee of $25 or foregoing that lesson may
apply. However, we do try to re-schedule other lessons to give some leeway
in the event that unforeseen circumstances may arise.
Payment of your wedding package is required in advance or at your first
lesson.

